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Abstract 

The Zones Bordering On Voidness (ZOBOV) parameter-free void-finding algorithm is applied 

to data from the 2005 N-body Millennium Simulation. Voids can be used as a distance estimator 

for cosmic expansion to the first order because they are affected only by dark matter and 

relatively small quantities of real matter. They are defined by the ZOBOV program as local 

density minima and their surrounding depressions fixed by Voronoi tessellations. The return 

from ZOBOV's analysis of the Millennium data depicts the probabilities of voids from Poisson 

fluctuations instead of assigning parameters to automatically choose a set of voids because there 

currently is no conventional statistical significance level across void-finding algorithms in 

astrophysics. Designating a significance level allows for specificity of output voids but overall 

significance levels vary depending on the goals of the experiment. The voids defined by the 

ZOBOV program in this paper have a default density threshold of 0.2 so that voids with 

minimum density greater than 0.2 times the mean density are excluded. Successful results were 

obtained by running ZOBOV with 58,715 voids found within the full, 9 million particle data set, 

6,451 voids found within ~1 million particles, 1,884 voids found within ~300,000 particles, and 

483 voids found within ~80,000 particles.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction 

The mass distribution of the Universe describes a “cosmic web” which is dominated by 

filaments that extend from galaxy clusters, sheets of filaments that form complex walls, and 

under-dense voids that constitute the overall greatest volume (Bond, Kofman, & Pogosyan, 

1996). The cold dark matter (CDM) paradigm explains that voids are the result of the foremost 

local minimum density fluctuations in the Universe. Voids are distinctly defined because they 

contain significantly fewer galaxies than the corresponding Poisson distribution, or discrete 

probability distribution, predicts (Rood, 1988). Voids are expanding more quickly than their 

large-scale (10 Mpc or larger) counterparts, the superclusters. The Universe's expansion and 

evolution that results in today's distribution of matter is accredited largely to gravitational 

instability and small fluctuations in density that occurred billions of years ago in the then-

homogeneous background (Habib, Feldman, Shandarin, & Heitmann, 2005). Recent cosmic 

microwave background (CMB) data suggests that the primordial density fluctuations were a 

Gaussian random field and supernova distance measurements suggest that the majority of the 

Universe's current energy density is a form of dark energy (Springel et al., 2005). 

The evolution of voids is hierarchical and their shape is primarily influenced by tidal 

fields such that voids do not grow increasingly spherical (Icke, 1984), but tend to exhibit the 

flattened axis ratios of c : b : a ≈ 0.5 : 0.7 : 1 (Platen, van de Weygaert, & Jones, 2007). Rather 

than becoming spherical with time, voids can collide with one another and the result is an 

irregular shape. Though the gas particles within voids are subject to both the effects of 

hydrodynamics (shock effects from collisions) and gravitational forces, the complementary dark 

matter particles are under the weighty influence of gravity alone (Springel et al., 2005). Icke's 



findings in 1984 described the expansion process over time as gravitational pull from the tidal 

field that drive the evolution of voids as they grow progressively less dense, while denser areas 

such as galaxy clusters accumulate more mass. As the voids become growingly under-dense, the 

sheets of filaments separating them are stretched thin to the point of singular filaments until the 

collision of two voids (Bond et al., 1996). Voids in smoothed sample distributions represent local 

density minima and are often well defined by surrounding galaxies. 

Observing the evolution of voids requires large-scale simulations in accordance with the 

ΛCDM model, where Λ represents the cosmological constant for dark energy which accounts for 

the acceleration of the Universe. Using density fields generated by N-body simulations, 

properties of voids and those of the galaxies they contain can be studied in detail and relatively 

parameter-free. Due to the hydrodynamic-free nature of dominant mass component- dark matter 

particles- the collisionless particles are represented in N-body systems as a set of discrete point 

particles (Springel et al., 2005). The Virgo Consortium's Millennium Simulation follows N ≈ 10 

billion particles from redshift z = 127 to the present (1 + z being the expansion factor of the 

Universe relative to the present), comprising a cube with edges of 500h-1 (where h is Hubble's 

constant in units of 100km s-1 Mpc-1), or roughly 2 billion light years (Springel et al., 2005). The 

Millennium Simulation represents the largest simulation of the evolution of dark matter structure 

and is consistent with the ΛCDM cosmology model. 

Void-finding algorithms are based on either dark matter density fields or halo/galaxy 

distributions. The void identification methods vary from connecting under-dense density grid 

cells to defining empty regions in galaxy distribution and tidal instabilities in smoothed density 

fields (Colberg et al., 2008). A point of agreement among all current void-finding algorithms is 



on their voids' distinctly under-dense centers, which fall to less than 10 percent of the Universe's 

mean cosmic density (Patiri, Prada, Holtzman, Klypin, & Betancort-Rijo, 2006). ZOnes 

Bordering On Voidness (ZOBOV) is a void-finding algorithm developed by Neyrinck based off 

of his earlier algorithm, and ZOBOV's counterpart: VOBOZ (VOronoi Bound Zones), a nearly 

parameter-free halo-finding algorithm which detects density maxima in dark matter N-body 

simulations (2008). The ZOBOV algorithm is altogether parameter-free and detects density 

minima as well as depressions surrounding the points (Neyrinck, 2008). 

Methods 

The Virgo Consortium's ΛCDM Millennium Simulation provided the data for analysis. A 

smaller cube sample was extracted from the complete 500h-1-edged cube of approximately 9 

million particles; the void-finding algorithm was applied to data sets of  more than 9 million 

points (m_total), 1/8 of the entire data set (m_2), 1/27 of the entire data set (m_3), and  1/125 of 

the entire data set (m_5). The simulation box depicted in Figure 1 at z=0 provides an intricate 

preview of the cosmic web's filaments, clusters, and voids. 

 

 

Figure 1. Gaseous formation 
of structure in the Universe at 
different redshifts. Left                        
to right: z=6, z=2, z=0. The 
simulation box is100h-1 per 
edge. From “Cosmic Structure             
viewed in 3D” by Volker 
Springel. 

 



The information extracted from the Millennium Simulation's galaxy catalogue included the 

position (x, y, z) and magnitudes in 5 bands in accordance with the SDSS 'ugriz' system, where 

colors are a result of simulated galaxy and star formation. The u_mag corresponds to the 

ultraviolet band, the g_mag corresponds to the green band, and the r_mag, i_mag, and z_band all 

correspond to varying degrees of red bands. The cosmological parameters on the cold dark 

matter simulation were: 

Ωm = Ωdm + Ωb = 0.25; Ωb = 0.045, ΩΛ = 0.75, h = 0.73, , n = 1, σ8 = 0.9 

where Ωm is the total matter density, Ωb is the present-day density of baryons, and ΩΛ is the 

present-day density of dark energy. The Hubble constant, h, has the parameters H0 = 100 h km 

s−1Mpc−1, while σ8 is the rms linear mass fluctuation in a sphere of radius 8 h−1 Mpc extrapolated 

to z=0. 

The ZOBOV code consists of two distinct programs: the first set performs a Voronoi 

tessellation on the input simulation particles—vozinit, voz1b1, and voztie—and the second—

jovoz—groups cells returned from the computed Voronoi diagram into voids. All points included 

in a given Voronoi cell are nearest neighbors of the denoted point, and the vertices of Voronoi 

diagrams are points that are located maximally distant from all other points in the set. In Figure 2, 

the displayed Voronoi cells are outlined by edges which contain all points equidistant from two 

nearest neighbors.  

 

 

Figure 2. Voronoi diagram displaying a given set of  points, 
surrounding cells (nearest neighbors) and vertices. From 
http://sense.net/~egan/hpgcc/pics/voronoi.gif. 



The first set of ZOBOV’s programs (vozinit, voz1b1, and voztie) determines the Voronoi 

diagram for the input particles, returning for each of the input particles the volume of its Voronoi 

cell and the set of its adjacent Voronoi cells. ZOBOV’s second program joins the Voronoi zones 

into voids based off of a basin-filling technique. The watershed algorithm requires a 

topographically diverse data set and acts as though a 2-D plane of the particles were being filled 

with water. This process is executed for each zone and the “water level” begins at the established 

minimum density value for that zone, rising gradually and eventually flowing over into other 

voids. When “water” does flow from its original zone into others, then those zones are added to 

the void of which the initial zone is a part. If this original zone has the lowest density minimum 

of all the zones in the data set, then the “water” will continue to flow into new zones and the 

encompassing void will expand until all of the zones are defined and included. Otherwise the 

algorithm will terminate when the “water” flows into a zone with a density minimum lower than 

that of the original zone, and excludes this zone when defining the edges of the given void.  The 

voids defined in the Millennium Simulation cube have a default density threshold of 0.2—which 

the “water level” does not exceed—so that voids with minimum density greater than the 

threshold are excluded from the program’s output values. In the case of zones with densities that 

exceed the designated threshold value, the “water” circumvents the zone entirely and excludes it 

from the list of voids returned.  

The data from the Millennium Simulation was obtained in an .ascii format and a 

FORTRAN program was written in order to convert the data file to 4-bit FORTRAN, or single-

precision for ZOBOV’s initial program, vozinit. The voz1b1 step requires input parameters for 

buffer size, box size, and number of divisions. The final values that ran successfully for each of 

the parameters were : buffer size of 0.13, box size of 245 for m_total, 125 for m_2, 85 for m_3, 



and 50 for m_5, and the number of divisions were 2 for m_5 and m_3, 3 for m_2, and 4 for 

m_total. Precise input parameters were essential to prevent errors regarding incorrect numbers of 

guard points on the surface of the cube.  

The three outputs from the completion of running ZOBOV are a text file comprised of 11 

columns, a zone membership file describing each of the particles within every zone, and a void 

membership file detailing the zones contained in each void. Partiview, a visualization interface 

which allows the user to interact with the data in 3-D space, is able to display particles from the 

Millennium Simulation sample as well as the voids designated within them.  

Results 

Table 1. The key for the ZOBOV output’s text file column headers. Descriptions obtained from ZOBOV’s Version 1.0 
Documentation (Neyrinck, 2008).  

Table 2. Excerpt from ZOBOV output text file for m_total, the full data set. Total of 9469726 particles used.  



Table 3. Excerpt from ZOBOV output text file for m_2, which utilized 23 sub-boxes (1/8 the entire data sample was used). 
Total of 1155928 particles used. 

 

Table 4. Excerpt from ZOBOV output text file for m_3, which utilized 33 sub-boxes (1/27 the entire data sample was 
used). Total of 306233 particles used. 

 

Table 5. Excerpt from ZOBOV output text file for m_5, which utilized 53 sub-boxes (1/125 the entire data sample was 
used). Using 77236 particles, 483 voids were found. 

Discussion 

 The void-finding results from four stepwise runs displayed values for number of voids in 

the Millennium Simulation. The cleanest significant data that was produced with no warning of 

errors in the program is represented in the m_2 run (1/8 the entire data set, 1155928 particles 



with 6451 voids found), while the three other runs, though completed, encountered difficulties in 

the form of warnings concerning messy adjacencies between several zones in the data. The 

m_total run found 58,715 voids, the m_3 run found 1,884 voids, and the m_5 run found 483 

voids. A number of errors experienced while working with the ZOBOV program occurred at 

each step of the process, but the variation achieved by adjusting input parameters may improve 

efficiency and productivity of runs during future projects. Void overcounting at the borders of 

the Voronoi tessellation is one of the greatest sources of error and is a direct result of the open-

ended cells that would be established at the edges of a data set.  

When observed on a larger scale (observed as even greater than 30h-1Mpc), voids exhibit 

tendencies to align in space with the tidal force field and one another (Platen, van de Weygaert, 

& Jones, 2007). Improved void-finding techniques in the future may allow for further details on 

the nature of these alignments and, subsequently, the influence of the tidal field on the evolution 

and development of the cosmic web. For astrophysicists that address the void-alignment question, 

an important factor for significant results will be the number of voids required to avoid large, 

systematic errors in using voids as distance indicators.  

 In the future, voids may be utilized as a distance expansion technique because of their 

under-dense properties and characteristic size. Though scientists do not know how far away 

given voids are from Earth, the distance can be calculated because the known factors include the 

Doppler shift of foreground galaxy to background, the speed of light and Hubble constant, and 

the redshifts of foreground and background galaxies. Assumed sphericity of voids allows for the 

angular momentum to be calculated and distances to be measured. By using these known 

variables, the distance may be calculated.  
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